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We present here a study on the transport characteristics of £-point and F-point derived electrons 
through abrupt GaAs-Ga1 _.., Alx As-GaAs( 111) double heterojunctions. The use of complex-k 
band structures in the tight-binding approximation and transfer matrices provide a reasonably 
accurate description of the wave function at the GaAs-Ga 1 _ x Al, As interface. A representation 
of the wave function in terms ofbulk complex-k Bloch states is used in the GaAs regions where the 
potential is bulklike. A representation of the wave function in terms of planar orbitals is used in 
the central Ga1 -xAlxAs region where the potential deviates from its bulk value (i.e., interfacial 
region). Within this theoretical framework, realistic band structure effects are taken into account 
and no artificial rules regarding the connection of the wave function across the interface are 
introduced. The ten-band tight-binding model includes admixture in the total wave function of 
states derived from different extrema of the GaAs conduction band. States derived from the same 
extremum ofthe conduction band appear to couple strongly to each other, whereas states derived 
from different extrema are found to couple weakly. Transport characteristics ofincomingL-point 
and F-point Bloch states are examined as a function of the energy of the incoming state, thickness 
of the Gal xAlxAs barrier, and alloy composition X. Transmission through the Gal xAlxAs 
barrier is either tunneling or propagating depending on the nature of the Bloch states available for 
strong coupling in the alloy. Since Bloch states derived from different extrema of the conduction 
band appear to couple weakly to each other, it seems possible to reflect the low velocity £-point 
component of the current while transmitting the high velocity F-point component. 
PACS numbers: 73.40.Lq 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The introduction of new device fabrication technologies has 
allowed the realization of planar electronic devices in which 
the dimension perpendicular to the growth plane is of the 
order of a few lattice spacings. The understanding of the 
transport of electrons through semiconductor interfaces is of 
great importance regarding the performance of these very 
small-scale electronic devices. The major reason that makes 
GaAs a prime candidate for high speed electronic devices is 
the very high velocities that can be achieved by electrons 
derived from the T-point conduction band minimum. The 
small value of the F-point effective mass is in major part 
responsible for the very high velocities that can be achieved 
by these electronso At higher energies, electrons start to pop-
ulate the low velocity L-point and X-point GaAs conduction 
band valleys, therefore reducing the population of the high 
velocity F-point minimum. This has the direct effect of set-
ting an upper limit to the speed at which the device can 
operate. The study of transport of electrons associated with 
the various GaAs conduction band valleys is therefore of 
crucial importance. The work presented here is concerned 
with the transport of L-point and F-point derived electron 
states through a GaAs-Ga 1 _ ,AI,As-GaAs(lll) double 
heterojunction structure (DHS). The transport in these 
structures is either tunneling or propagating depending on 
the nature of the states with strong coupling available for 
transmission in the Ga1 x Al-" As barrier (i.e., evanescent or 
propagating). In the former, the Bloch states with strong 
coupling available for transmission in the Ga1 _ x AI, As bar-
rier are evanescent and the wave vector k is complex. In the 
latter, the Bloch states with strong coupling available for 
transmission in the alloy are propagating and the wave vec-
tor k takes on real values. 
In the following, we examine DHS in which the perpendi-
cular dimension of the central barrier region is of the order of 
a few atomic layers. Since the potential varies over distances 
on an atomic scale, a theoretical approach beyond the effec-
tive-mass theory is needed. The theoretical framework used 
here exploits the bulk properties of the constituent semicon-
ductors forming the DHSo The transport of electrons 
through a region of space in which the energy of the state is 
such that free propagation is not allowed is best described in 
terms of the complex-k bulk band structure. The breakdown 
of translational in variance induced by the interface implies a 
new set of boundary conditions that do not exclude the com-
ponent of the wave vector k normal to the interface to take 
on complex values. The problem of calculating the transport 
coefficients of Bloch states at an abrupt interface using com-
plex-k band structure, cast in a tight-binding band calcula-
tion scheme, has been addressed in the past. 1A The major 
result of the following theoretical study is that the mixing 
between L-point and F-point states appears to be small. 
Therefore, there seems to exist two distinctive energy bar-
riers for L-point and F-point electrons. Given an alloy com-
position of the Ga1 _ xAlxAs barrier, there is a range of ener-
gies for which the electrons incoming from the T-point 
minimum of GaAs are mostly transmitted, whereas the elec-
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trons incoming from the L-point extremum of GaAs are 
mostly reflected. It seems then possible to reflect back the 
low velocity L-point component of the current while allow-
ing the high velocity F-point component to be transmitted. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, the basic 
ingredients of the theoretical technique used to calculate the 
transport coefficients are presented. The major results are 
presented and discussed in Sec. III. A summary and conclu-
sions are given in Sec. IV. 
II. CAlCUlATIONAL METHOD 
The DHS studied consists of a region of Ga 1 xAlxAs 
located between two semi-infinite layers of GaAs. Figure 1 
shows the energy band diagram and the physical configura-
tion of the DHS. The energy band diagram of the structure 
indicates the relative positions of the F-point and the L-point 
conduction band edges for an alloy composition of x ::::::0.3 in 
the Ga, _ x Alx As barrier. An electron incoming in the bulk 
region I (GaAs) at a total energy E above the GaAs T-point 
minimum is scattered at the boundaries of the barrier region 
II (Ga 1 _ xAlxAs) and is finally transmitted in another bulk 
region III (GaAs). The incoming electron is derived from the 
r point or from the L point in GaAs. The T-point conduc-
•'" o"' • <>" e ~., '"•" "" • e e e • e ., ,. : . 
;-L 
: .•....... . 1. .•.... 
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FIG. I. Energy band diagram of GaAs-·Ga, , Al, As--GaAs DHS and cor-
responding physical structure. The electron is derived from the F-point or 
from the L-point and has a total energy E measured with respect to the 
GaAs F-point conduction band minimum. The relative positions of the r. 
point {solid line! and the L-point (dotted line) conduction band edges are 
also shown for an alloy composition ofx::::0.3 in the Ga 1 xAtAs barrier. 
The F-point conduction band offset is indicated by ilEr. 
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tion band offset .1E r is a fraction of the difference in the F-
point conduction band gaps between GaAs and 
Ga1 xAlxAs. Depending on whether we describe the total 
wave function in a bulk region or an interfacial region, differ-
ent representations are used accordingly. We now discuss 
these two representations. 
Systems which exhibit two-dimensional periodicity are 
best described in a planar orbital representation.5- 10 A 
planar orbital is a two-dimensional Bloch sum consisting of 
localized atomic functions. Let z be the direction normal to 
the interface and kli = xkx + yky be the two-dimensional 
wave vector parallel to the interface. We assume that space 
lattice matching at the interface is such that k
11 
is a good 
quantum number for the planar orbital. Let ¢aj(k 11 ;u) desig-
nate the planar orbital corresponding to a given atomic orbi-
tal of symmetry a within the atomic plane j of the layer 0'. 
The bulk Bloch states ¢(k
11 
,kz ), labeled by the wave vector 
k = k 11 + zkz, are expanded in terms of this set of planar 
orbitals {¢aj(k 11 ;u)}. For interface systems, kz is complex in 
general. 
Wherever the total Hamiltonian is bulklike, the wave 
function is expanded in a set ofbulk Bloch states { ¢{k
11 
,kz)}. 
At the GaAs-Ga 1 _ x Alx As interfaces, the potential is no 
longer bulklike and a description in terms of bulk Bloch 
states is prohibited. In the interfacial regions, the wave func-
tion is described in a planar orbital representation 
{¢aj(k
1: 
;u)}. The connection between the bulk Bloch states 
representation { t,b(k
11 
,kz )} and the planar orbital representa-
tion { ¢ aJ (k
11 
;u)} is described in Ref. 6 and will not be repeat-
ed here. 
The total number N of Bloch states 1,6(k
11 
,kz) with 
kz = k;;,_ (A. = l, ... ,N) corresponding to a given parallel wave 
vector k 11 and total energy E depends on the particular tight-
binding model used and on the orientation of the interface 
plane. More specifically, the total number of Bloch states 
¢(k11 ,k;;,_) with real or complex wave vector k;, is equal to the 
product of the number of atomic orbitals per atom times the 
number oflayers interacting with a given layer. 1 In the tight-
binding representation used here, we have five orbitals per 
atom (a= s·,s,px,P.v•Pz) 11 and only first nearest-neighbor in-
teractions were included. There are therefore ten Bloch 
states (N = 10) for each parallel wave vector k
11 
and total 
total energy E. Half of the states have to be discarded be-
cause they either grow away from the interface, if Im(kz) 
does not have the proper sign, or are propagating in the 
wrong direction when kz is real. 
Let the incoming Bloch state ¢(k
11 
,k0 ) with real wave vec-
tor k 0 be incident from the left in GaAs onto the 
GaAs-Ga 1 _ x Alx As interface. The total wave function on a 
given layer u can be written as 1: 
W(k
11 
,E;O') = ¢(k
11 
,k0 ;u) 
+ l:,A ~~ (k 11 ,E )t/l(k 11 ,k ;;,_ ;u), region I (la) 
k,_ 
W(k11 ,E;u) 
= l:,B ~jn1 (k11 ,E,u)¢a1(k11 ;u), interface I-II (lb) 
aj 
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= .l:A ~; 1 (kil ,E )¢'(k 11 ,k;._ ;u), region II (lcj 
k,< 
W(k
11
,E;oJ 
'\:'B IH-HI'(k E A. (k . . c. II I'll = L., aj I II' ·,O")'I',j II ;u), mtertace - (!d) 
aj 
W(k11 ,E;u) 
= }2A ~~rl(ku ,E )¢{k 11 ,k;._ ;u). region III. 
k,, 
(le) 
The expansion coefficients A ~l (k 11 ,E ),A Z~ 1(k 11 ,E), and 
A ~~11(k 11 ,E) are associated with the bulk Bloch states repre-
sentation { r,b(k 11 ,kz )} in regions I-III, respectively. The ex-
pansion coefficients B ;~;n 1(k 11 ,E,u) and B ;!J-m1(k 11 ,E,u) are as-
sociated with the planar orbital representation {¢aj(k
11 
;u)}, 
across the interfaces. At fixed total energy E and parallel 
wavevectork
11
, we denote by RA (k:
1 
,E) and TJc {k
11 
,E)thekz-
resolved reflection and transmission coefficients corre-
sponding to the Bloch state ¢{k11 ,k;._) in GaAs. The kz-re-
solved transport coefficients R;. (k 11 ,E) and T;. (k11 ,E) are 
related to the expansion coefficients in the bulk Bloch state 
representation A Zl (kll ,E ) and A Z~11(kl! ,E), respectively. The 
total transport coefficients R (k
11 
,E) and T (k
1
: ,E) are just the 
sum of the transport coefficients RA. (kl! ,E) and T;. (k
11 
,E). 
Flux conservation requires R (k11 ,E) + T (k 11 ,E) = 1. 
As shown in Ref. 1, the transmission coefficient for the 
Bloch state rp(kl! ,k;._) vanishes when the wave vector of the 
incoming Bloch state, k0 , approaches a critical point such 
that [ aE (k)/ akz] kz ~ k, = 0. In that case, the incoming state 
is identical with the :reflected state. At this critical point, the 
incoming state ¢'(k11 ,k0 ) has no component of the group ve~ 
locity perpendicular to the interface and does not couple to 
any Bloch states in Ga1 _ x Alx As. Therefore, transmission 
starts to occur as the incident wave vector k0 moves away 
from the critical point. 
The transport states in the complex-k band structure of 
GaAs and GaAs-Ga1 _ x Alx As. The complex-k band struc-
ture for GaAs and AlAs is well known. 1•12 We have used 
similar techniques to obtain the complex~k band structure 
for Ga1 _ x Alx As within the virtual crystal approximation. 
Within the ten-band tight-binding description used here, the 
GaAs F-point conduction band m1mmum is 
E~aAs = 1.509 eV above the GaAs r-point valence band 
maximum and the GaAs £-point conduction band valley is 
at an energy E~aAs = 0.50 eV above the GaAs F-point con-
duction band minimum. 
The propagating or evanescent nature of the Bloch states 
depends on the real or complex character of the wave vector 
kz normal to the ( 111) interface plane. Propagating Bloch 
states are associated with real values of kz, whereas evanes-
cent Bloch states are associated with complex values of k,. 
We denote the bulk states with kz = k;. in spatial region p. by 
¢(k
11 
,k 1 ). In the discussion that follows, the incident Bloch 
state is derived either from near the GaAs conduction band 
L point with real wave vector k0=k i, e.g., 
tP(k11 ,k0 )=o/(kl! ,k ~. ), or from the GaAs conduction band r 
point with real wave vector k0=k ~. e.g., 
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f/t(k 11 ,k0 )===1f(k 11 ,k}.). 
Throughout the calculations, the conduction band offset 
LiE r is taken to be equal to 8 5% of the difference of the F-
point band gap between GaAs and GaAs-Ga1 _,, Alx As. 13· 14 
The virtual crystal approximation is used to weight the tight-
binding parameters ofGa 1 -xAlxAs according to the alloy 
composition x. In the following, we consider alloy composi-
tions in the range x,;;;0.3, for which Ga 1 _ xAixAs is direct. 
Within this composition range, the dependence of the F-
point and L-point energy edges in Ga 1 .. AI, As on the alloy 
composition x is, in the virtual crystal approximation: 
E~"' ,AlxAs;::::l.35xeV and E~a, ,AlxAs;:::: 
(0.50 + 0.65x)eV, above the GaAs F-point conduction band 
minimum. 
Throughout this study, we neglect carrier scattering by 
the electron-phonon interaction and by the alloy disorder. 
Such scattering would undoubtedly occur in the structures 
we consider here and win have some influence on the trans-
port in them. We point out, however, that the thickness of 
the barrier in the structures we discuss is less than the scat-
tering mean free path. 15 The scattering processes could be 
discussed in perturbation theory using the wave functions 
we calculate here as the unperturbed states. 
Ill. RESULTS 
We present the main results for the transmission coeffi-
cients of electrons derived from the L point and r point of 
GaAs through the GaAs-Ga 1 _ x Alx As-GaAs( 111 )DHS. 
We discuss the transport across the central Ga1 _ x Alx As 
barrier as a function of the total energy E of the incoming 
state, thickness of the Ga 1 xAlxAs barrier, and aHoy com-
position x. 
The different transport regimes (tunneling and propagat-
ing) can be demonstrated by studying the transmission coef-
ficient for fixed barrier thickness as a function of the energy 
of the incoming state. Figure 2 shows the transmission coef-
ficient T(k 11 ,E) as a function of the energy E cfthe incoming 
Bloch state. The incoming Bloch state is either derived from 
the GaAs L point (k0 :::=k i_ ), or from the GaAs r point 
(k0~k ~ ). Energy is measured with respect to the GaAs r-
point conduction band minimum. We consider the case of 
vanishing parallel wave vector ku = 0. Calculations were 
carried out for an alloy composition ofx = 0.1 and a barrier 
thickness of seven Ga1 _ x Alx As layers. For the x = 0.1 al-
loy, the Ga 1 _ x Alx As r-point and the L-point energies are: 
E Ga, .,AlxAs_ 0 , 35 V dEGa, ,Al,As_0565 y ·b r - . 1 e , an L - . e , a ove 
the GaAs r~point conduction band minimum. For energies 
of the incoming states near a given GaAs conduction band 
extremum (Lor r ), transmission through the Gal- XAlxAs 
barrier appears to occur mostly via the coupling to states 
that connect to the alloy conduction band at the same extre-
mum in the Brillouin zone (L or r ). Since the Bloch states 
derived from different extrema of the conduction band ap-
pear to couple weakly to each other, the energy barrier for 
the states derived from the L point is different than the ener-
gy barrier for the states derived from the r point. 
The figure clearly demonstrates that there seems to exist a 
range of energies above the GaAs £~point valley {E ?:aAs) and 
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FIG. 2. Transmission coefficient T(k11 ,E) as a function of the energy E of the 
incoming electron. The incoming electron is either derived from the GaAs L 
point (solid line), or from the GaAs Tpoint (dashed line). The alloy composi-
tion ofx = 0.1 and the Ga, _,AlxAs barrier is seven layers thick. Energy is 
measured with respect to the GaAs T-point conduction band minimum and 
kp =0. 
. Ga, AI As below the Ga1 _xAlxAs L-pomt valley (E L · ' ' ), such 
that transmission is large for incoming Bloch states derived 
from the Tpoint and small for incoming Bloch states derived 
from the L point. In this energy range, 
E ;~aAs < E < E ~a, .,Al,As, Bloch states incoming from the r 
point in GaAs couple mostly to propagating F-point states in 
the barrier (k }! real), and Bloch states incoming from the£-
point in GaAs couple mostly to evanescent L-point states in 
the barrier (k }~ complex). The energy range for which the 
transmission ¢'(k11 ,k ~ )---..¢(k 11 ,k ~1 ) is much greater than the 
transmission t,b(k
11 
,k :i_ )--+t,b(k
11 
,k ~n) roughly corresponds to 
the composition-dependent L-point energy barrier that the 
incoming L-point Bloch states have to overcome in order for 
them to become propagating (k ~r real) in the barrier. For the 
x = 0.1 alloy, the L-point valley of the alloy lies at 
E~a, ,AlxAs = 0.565 eV above the GaAs conduction band 
minimum, and ¢(k11 ,k i, )--+t,b(k 11 ,k }n) transmission will re-
main small below this energy, whereas ¢'(k 11 ,k }.)--+t,b(k 11 ,k Wl 
transmission will be important. Thus, for a given 
Ga 1 _xAlxAs composition x, there is a range of energies, 
roughly E ?~aAs < E < E ~}a, ,AlxA', for which electrons in-
coming in GaAs from the r point are mostly transmitted 
whereas electrons incoming in GaAs from the L point are 
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mostly reflected. Generally, when an incoming state in 
GaAs is derived from a conduction band extremum, say A., 
such that k0===.k ~ and E is close to E ~iaAs, the mode of trans-
port (i.e., tunneling or propagating) appears to be determined 
by the nature of the states in Ga1 ... x Alx As derived from the 
same conduction band extremum t,b(k11 ,k l1). For incoming 
state energies less than the alloy conduction band edge 
E ~a, - ,AI,A', the states that couple strongly in the alloy are 
gap states [ ¢(k11 ,k ~r) evanescent] and hence the wave func-
tion is damped in the barrier. However, for incoming state 
energies greater than the alloy conduction band edge 
E~a, ,AixA', the states that couple strongly in the alloy are 
band states ( ¢{k0 ,k l1) propagating] and hence the wave 
function is not damped in the barrier. 
We now discuss the energy dependence of the transmis-
sion for incoming electrons derived from the GaAs L-point 
valley. As mentioned in Sec. II, the transmission coefficient 
vanishes for incoming states derived from the L point at an 
energy equal to the £-point extremum of GaAs, E j_'aAs. At 
this energy, the component of the group velocity normal to 
the interface vanishes [ aE (k)!akz] k ~ k, =:0, and the in-
, L 
coming state ~(k11 ,k ~) does not couple to any Bloch states in 
Ga1 _ x Alx As. The overall energy dependence is found to be 
similar to that of plane waves incident on a rectangular bar-
rier as derived from a one-dimensional quantum-mechanical 
treatment. 16 For incoming states derived from the GaAs L 
· · h b 1 EGa, AI As 0 565 V • t pomt w1t energy e ow L -' ' = . e , ,ranspor 
through the barrier is tunneling and the transmission is 
smalL However, for incoming states derived from the GaAs 
L point with energy above E ~a, ,Al<A', transport through 
the barrier is propagating and the transmission becomes im-
portant. For a fixed barrier thickness, propagating transport 
exhibits maximum transmission whenever the energy of the 
incoming state is such the thickness of the Ga1 _ x Alx As 
barrier contains an integral number of half-wavelengths in 
t b · · A · E E Ga 1 Al As • . tile arner reg10n. t energies > L ' x , the transmls-
sion oscillates as a function of energy and is maximum at 
resonance. The off-resonance transmission amplitude in-
creases with increasing incoming energy. 
The different transport regimes (tunneling and propagat-
ing) can also be demonstrated by studying the transmission 
coefficient for fixed incoming energy as a function of the 
barrier thickness. Figure 3 shows the transmission coeffi-
cient T(k 11 ,E), as a function of the number oflayers forming 
the central Ga1 _ x Alx As barrier for various energies of the 
incoming Bloch state. The alloy composition is x = 0.1 and 
k 11 = 0. Layers are measured in units of a!,./3, where a is the 
GaAslatticeconstant. Forthex = 0.1 alloy, theT~pointand 
L-point conduction band energies in Ga 1 _ x AI, As are: 
E Ga,_~l,As-0135 V dEGa,.-xAl,As_Q565 V b r - . e an I. - . e , a ove 
the GaAs F-point conduction band minimum. The incom-
ing Bloch state is either derived from the GaAs point L 
(k0 k ~" ), or from the GaAs r point (k0-~k ~ ). For the case 
where the incoming Bloch state is derived from the GaAs L-
point valley, the different types of transport (tunneling and 
propagating) are shown for an energy E = 0.54 
eV <E~a, ,Al,As' in which case the transport is tunneling 
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FiG. 3. Transmission coeffici(!nt T(k11 ,E) as a function of the number of 
layers forming the central Ga, _ .-Al,As barrier for various energies of the 
incoming electron. The incoming electron is either derived from the GaAs L 
point (solid line), or from the GaAs Tpoint (dashed line). The alloy composi-
tion is x "= 0.1. Energy is measured with respect to the GaAs T-point con-
duction band minimum and k.1 ·~ 0. Layers are measured in units of ai../3. 
where a is the GaAs lattice constartt. 
and for an energy E = 0.59 eV > E ~a,- ,AI,As, in which case 
the transport is propagating. 
We discuss first the case of incoming electrons derived 
from the GaAs L-point valley. In the tunneling regime of 
transport (E < E ~a, XAI,As), transmission occurs mostly via 
the coupling to evanescent states (k. ~ complex) derived from 
the L point of Ga1 _ x Alx As. As seen in Fig. 3, the evanes-
cent character of the wave function in Ga1 _ x AI, As is re-
flected in the fact that the transmission coefficient T (k. 11 ,E ) 
is an exponentially decaying function of the Ga1 "Al" As 
barrier thickness. These results are similar to those obtained 
from the thick-barrier WKB approximation. 17·'" In the 
. . f' IE E'Ga 1 AI As • propagatmg regtme o transport . > "' L ' ' ), transmis-
sion occurs mostly via the coupling to propagating states (k r 
real) near the conduction bandL pointofGa 1 _ xAixAs. For 
energies of the L-point incoming electron greater than 
E Ga 1 AI As h · · ffi · · ' d' f L -' x , t e transmiSSIOn coe c<ent 1s a peno tc unc-
tion of the Ga 1 _ x AI~ As barrier thickness. The period is 
determined by the wave vector q~'~k ~ - k 1~, where k ~ is 
the L-point Brillouin zone edge. The transmission coeffi-
cient is unity when the thickness of the Ga1 xAlxAs barrier 
contains an integral number of half-wavelengths (deter-
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mined by q}:) in the barrier region. Since the wave vector q}~ 
increases with the energy of the incoming £-point Bloch 
state, the period of the transmission amplitude decreases 
with the energy of the incident L-point electron. The off-
resonance transmission amplitude:> increase with increasing 
incident energy. The general qualitative behavior of the 
transport is similar to that exhibited by plane wave states 
incident on a rectangular quantum-mechanical barrier. Si-
milar regimes of transport have also been reported for in-
coming states near the GaAs r point for 
GaAs-GaAs 1 "P, -GaAs strained ( 1 OO)D HS4 and for 
GaAs-Ga 1 xAI,As-GaAs(100)DHS. 19 
Also shown in Fig. 3 is a comparison between the trans-
mission for incoming electrons derived from the GaAs r 
point and from the GaAs L point at the same energy, namely 
E = 0.59 eV. At this energy, k ~ and k rare real and, com;e-
quently, the Bloch states i,b(k1; ,k ¥!and I/J(k11 ,k 2) are propa-
gating. At a given layer thickness, the transmission is greater 
for states incoming from the GaAs r point than for the states 
derived from the L point. This is due to the fact that, for a 
given energy of E = 0.59 e V, the F-point states He at an ener-
gy of about 0.46 eV above the F-point minimum of the alloy, 
E Ga, xAl.As 0135 V 0 h h h d h L • r ' = . e . n t e ot er an , t e -pomt 
states lies at an energy of only 0.03 e V above the L-point 
valley of the alloy E~~· xAlxAs = 0.565 eV. As seen in the 
figure, it seems possible to tune the thickness of the 
Ga 1 xAlxAs barrier in such a way as to reduce the trans-
mission for the incoming states derived from the GaAs L 
point while the transmission fo.r the r point remains close to 
unity. 
Figure 4 shows the transmission coefficient T (k11 ,E) as a 
function of alloy composition for two different 
Ga 1 . xAlxAs barrier thicknesses. The incoming Bloch state 
is either derived from the GaAs L point (k0=k i.), or from 
the GaAs r point (k0=k ~· ). The incoming Bloch state has 
k 11 = 0. The energy of the incoming state is E = 0.501 eV 
above the GaAs F-point conduction band minimum. As 
mentioned above, the F-point and L-point energy edges, 
E Ga 1 ,.AI As d E Ga 1 AlAs } }' · h r · " an L ' ' , sea e mearly wnt the alloy 
composition for x,:;;0.3, The composition x is therefore di-
rectly related to the F-point and L-point barrier heights at 
the interface. For the range of alloy compositions studied, 
theF-point and the L-point energies ofGa 1 x Alx As vary in 
the range 0 eV,:;;E~~a,_ ,AI,As,:;;0.405 eV and 
0.50eV<E?a, ,AixA',:;;0.70eV, above the GaAs r-point 
conduction band minimum. For a fixed energy of E = 0.501 
eV, the transport is propagating for Bloch states incoming 
from the r point although it is mostly tunneling for Bloch 
states incoming from the L point in the composition range 
x,:;;0.3. This is due to the fact that, in this composition range, 
we have E ~a, ,AI,As < E < E ~a, ,Al,As so that k ~~ is real 
whereas k ~: is mostly complex. 
We first discuss the case of incoming electrons derived 
from the GaAs L-point valley. As the AI concentration in-
creases, the L-point energy edge in 
G Al A E Ga1 AI As . d d h . a 1 _ .. x s, L - ' X , mcreases an so oes t e magm-
tude of Im(k ;!). Therefore, the £-point derived states have 
smaller decay lengths and tunnel less efficiently across the 
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FIG. 4. Transmission coefficient T(k11 ,£) as a function of alloy composition 
for two different Ga1 _ ,AixAs barrier thicknesses. The incoming electron 
is either derived from the GaAs L point (solid line), or from the GaAs F 
point (dashed line). The energy of the incoming state is E oc: 0.501 eV above 
the GaAs F-point conduction band minimum and k: = 0. Layers are mea-
sured in units of a/~3. where a is the GaAs lattice constant. 
barrier. This, in turn, implies an increased reflection prob-
ability for the £-point derived states. At a given alloy compo-
sition x, the transmission is greater for the states incoming 
from the GaAs r point than for the states derived from the L 
point. This is due to the fact that the F-point states are trans-
mitted in the propagating regime (E > E ?a• ,Al,As), whereas 
the £-point states are transmitted in the tunneling regime 
(£<£~a! ,AlxA'). 
Since the mixing between L-point and F-point states ap-
pears to be small, there seems to exist two distinctive energy 
barriers for £-point and F-point electrons. In light of the 
results presented above, it seems possible to create a situa-
tion (by either selecting the energy, the barrier thickness, or 
the alloy composition) such that both the r-point and the L-
point states were propagating in GaAs but only the F-point 
states would be propagating in Ga1 _ x Al~ As, the L-point 
states being evanescent in the barrier. Such a situation may 
have applications in GaAs high speed low power devices to 
provide a way of reflecting back the low velocity £-point 
component of the current while allowing the high velocity r-
point component to be transmitted. 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSiON 
We have calculated the transport coefficients of L-point 
F-point electrons through GaAs-Ga 1 _ x Al" As-GaAs( 111) 
double heterojunctions within a ten-band tight-binding for-
malism. The model takes into account band effects through 
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the use of complex-k band structures and transfer matrix 
methods reasonably well. Within this theoretical frame-
work, kz-resolved transport coefficients can be calculated. 
This, in tum, allows for a better understanding of the trans-
mission coefficients of electrons derived from different ex-
trema of the conduction band in GaAs. Calculation of trans-
port coefficients associated with various conduction band 
valleys were carried out as a function of ( 1) energy of the 
incoming electron, (2) thickness of the central Ga1 _ xAlxAs 
barrier, and (3) alloy composition x in the central 
Ga1 _ xAl,As barrier. 
States originating from the same extremum of the conduc-
tion band appear to couple strongly to each other, whereas 
states derived from different extrema are found to couple 
weakly. For energies of the incoming states near a given 
GaAs conduction band extremum (L or r ), transmission 
through the Ga 1 x Alx As barrier occurs mostly via the cou-
pling to states (evanescent or propagating) that connect to 
the alloy conduction band at the same extremum (L or r ). 
Transmission through the Ga1 _ x Alx As barrier is either 
tunneling or propagating depending on the nature of the 
Bloch states available for strong coupling in the alloy. Since 
the mixing between £-point and r-point states appears to be 
small, there seems to exist two distinctive energy barriers for 
L-point and F-point electrons. This observation may lead to 
interesting effects in GaAs high speed low power electronic 
devices whereby the low velocity L-point component of the 
current could be blocked (i.e., small transmission below the 
L-point barrier) while the high velocity T-point component 
could be transmitted (i.e., large transmission above the r-
point barrier). 
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